We present an abundance analysis of the heavy elements Zr, Ba, La, Ce, and Nd for Hyades cluster F-K dwarfs based on high resolution, high S/N ratio spectra from Keck/HIRES. The derived abundances show the stellar members to be highly uniform, although some elements show a small residual trend with temperature. The rms scatter for each element for the cluster members is as follows; Zr = 0.055 dex, Ba = 0.049 dex, Ce = 0.025 dex, La = 0.025 dex, Nd = 0.032 dex. This is consistent with the measurement errors, and implies that there is little or no intrinsic scatter among the Hyades members. Several stars thought to be non-members of the cluster based on their kinematics are found to deviate from the cluster mean abundances by about 2σ. Establishing chemical homogeneity in open clusters is the primary requirement for the viability of chemically tagging Galactic disk stars to common formation sites, in order to unravel the dissipative history of early disk formation.
INTRODUCTION
One of the major goals of near-field cosmology is to determine the sequence of events involved in the formation of the Galactic disk during the epoch of dissipation. Since the disk formed dissipatively and evolved dynamically, most of the dynamical information is lost.
However, locked away within the stars, the chemical information survives. If star-forming aggregates have unique chemical signatures, we can use the method of chemical tagging to track individual stars back to a common formation site (Freeman & Bland-Hawthorn 2002) . With sufficiently detailed abundances we would be able to reconstruct the stellar aggregates which have long since diffused into the Galaxy background. The critical issue for the viability of this method is whether the star-forming aggregates do indeed have unique chemical signatures. The essential first step is to investigate the chemical homogeneity of open clusters which are the likely left overs of star-forming aggregates in the Galactic disk.
Chemical homogeneity in an open cluster implies that the progenitor cloud was uniformly mixed before its stars formed. Theoretical work on star formation in giant molecular clouds suggest the presence of high levels of turbulence (McKee & Tan 2002) , which would result in a well mixed gas cloud. However it is not clear whether this mixing occurs during cloud collapse (before the birth of the first stars) or wether few high mass stars form first, shortly after the cloud assembles, and then enrich the cloud uniformly. With both scenarios however, one expects to find homogeneity among the long-lived stars in certain key elements.
The heavier neutron-capture elements are the key to establishing chemical homogeneity, as their abundances are not thought to be modified during normal stellar evolution. The s-process elements are believed to arise from the He burning phase of AGB stars, while the most likely site for r-process elements appears to be type II supernova (Burbidge et al. 1957; Wallerstein et al. 1997) . As a result these heavier elements (along with some α and Fe-peak elements), are more representative of the conditions of the progenitor cloud from which the cluster formed. Further, the neutron-capture elements are particularly useful for identifying chemical signatures due to the large intrinsic (cosmic) scatter in their abundances (Edvardsson et al. 1993; Reddy et al. 2003) , in particular at low [Fe/H].
Published observations of both light and heavy element abundances in open clusters demonstrate chemical homogeneity, albeit for only a few stars, and lend support to the prospect of chemical tagging. Some recent examples include Friel et al. (2003) , who studied the α elements for four giants in the old open cluster Collinder 261 and find 1σ dispersions about the mean, consistent with the expected uncertainties. Schuler et al. (2003) obtained chemical homogeneity for several elements over nine stars in M34, except for K which has a tightly correlated temperature trend, thought to be due to systematic effects in the model atmospheres. Gonzalez & Wallerstein (2000) found homogeneity in Eu for four stars in M11, although there was significant scatter in the α elements. Tautvaišiene et al. (2000) studied 9 stars in M67 and found the heavy element abundances to be almost identical in all stars. Castro et al. (1999) observed that the [Ba/Fe] ratios in the Ursa Major moving group stand out in comparison with solar-neighborhood normal stars with the same metallicity.
We begin our study on chemical homogeneity with the Hyades. It is the nearest cluster to the Sun with age ≈ 625Myrs (Perryman et al. 1998) and [Fe/H] ≈ 0.13 (Paulson et al. 2003) . It has been extensively studied in the past with stellar memberships firmly established (de Bruijne et al. 2001; Hoogerwerf & Aguilar 1999) . The Hyades stars have been subject to numerous abundance studies over past years, from Conti et al. (1965) to most recently Paulson et al. (2003) (hereafter Pa03). However to the present date there has been little work done on the abundance analysis of the heavier neutron-capture elements for the Hyades dwarfs. Therefore the present results for heavy element abundances over a large sample of Hyades dwarfs are the first of its kind.
CHEMICAL ABUNDANCES

Observational Data
This study on the neutron-capture elements uses a subset of the data sample analyzed by Pa03. The original observations were part of the planet search program undertaken with the Keck I/HIRES from 1996 to 2000. A full description of the observations can be found in Cochran et al. (2002) . Those stars with higher rotation (v sin i > 10km s −1 ) were left out of this study due to the poorer spectral resolution and blended lines making it difficult to identify the weak lines of the heavier elements of interest.
The S/N ratio of each spectrum is typically 100 -200 per pixel and resolving power nominally at 60,000. The spectra cover the wavelength region from 3800Å to 6200Å, which is an ideal region for the majority of the neutron-capture lines (Bland-Hawthorn & Freeman 2004) . Details of the preliminary data reduction procedures can be found in Pa03.
Model Atmospheres and Spectral Lines
Interpolated Kurucz model atmospheres based on the ATLAS9 code (Castelli et al. 1997) with no convective overshoot were used for this study.
Spectral lines were selected in comparison to the solar atlas (Beckers et al. 1976 ). Preference was given to clean weaker lines covering a range of excitation potentials. All lines that are formed on or near the wings of other lines were discarded as well as any lines with significant blending. Most of the lines used in this analysis have some degree of blending due to the crowded spectral region where most of the neutron-capture element lines are formed. The full list of lines and references used for this analysis is given in Table 1 .
Abundance Analysis
Details of the stellar parameter analysis are described in Pa03. The same parameters have been used for this study as we are using the same data set.
The abundance analysis makes use of the MOOG code (Sneden 1973) for LTE Equivalent Width (EW) analysis and spectral syntheses. Depending on the degree of blending of the spectral lines, abundances were derived either by EW measurements or by spectral synthesis. The EWs were measured by fitting a Gaussian profile to the observed lines of interest using the interactive SP LOT function in the IRAF 1 package. All Zr and Ba abundances were obtained by EW analysis, while the La, Ce, and Nd lines required syntheses. A sample synthesis of Nd lines is shown in Figure 1 .
Our analysis produced absolute abundances, but to answer the question of chemical homogeneity in the Hyades, we use differential abundances. The final differential abundances ∆[X/H] were derived by subtracting the absolute abundance of each individual line of the reference star vB153 from the same line in the sample stars, and then taking the mean of the differences for each element. The star vB153 was chosen for reference as it was the reference star used in the differential abundance work by Pa03 hence enabling easy comparisons. By using such a line-by-line differential technique we also reduce the errors due to the uncertainty in the line data, hence minimizing the star-to-star scatter. The differential abundances of all elements are plotted in Figure 2 . The absolute abundances for the reference star vB153 is given in Table 2 .
Error Analysis
The main sources of error in the present study are that of EW measurements, continuum placement and stellar parameters. External errors, such as uncertainties in the line data and model atmospheres are the least sources of error since we are interested only in the differential abundances. The number of lines used to calculate the final abundances also contributed to the total uncertainty for each element.
The error in EWs estimated by repeated measurements of each line, is between 0.5mÅ to 5mÅ depending on the strength of the lines, corresponding to abundance errors of 0.01 dex to 0.05 dex. The measurement errors for the synthesised abundances were derived by changing the abundance until there is a clear visible deviation from the best fit. The differential error in the stellar parameters were assumed to be δT ef f = 50K, δlog g = 0.1 cm s −2 and δξ = 0.1 km s −1 . Table 3 shows the abundance dependence on the stellar parameters. Typical values of the total estimated uncertainty in each element is as follows; Zr = 0.048 dex, Ba = 0.047 dex, La = 0.025 dex, Ce = 0.025 dex, and Nd = 0.026 dex.
ABUNDANCE TRENDS
The final results show uniform abundances although some elements show a small residual trend with temperature. Slightly increasing slopes are seen for Zr, while decreasing trends are seen for La and Nd. It is very likely that these trends are a systematic effect resulting from inadequecies in the model atmospheres, and does not reflect intrinsic abundance variations of the Hyades cluster.
Stellar Parameters
The abundances for the α and Fe-peak elements by Pa03 show no trends such as seen here for the neutron-capture elements (except for Ca which has an increasing slope with temperature thought to be due to saturating Ca lines in the cooler stars). Since we have used the same stellar parameters, it is unlikely that errors in the parameters caused the presently observed trends. Furthermore, any change in the model parameters will not correct all the trends as different elements show trends in opposite directions. As a check, each parameter (T ef f , log g, and micro-turbulence) was varied in an attempt to remove the trends. For effective temperature, the coolest stars were made cooler and hottest stars made hotter by δT ef f = 100K. Similarly the surface gravity was varied by δlog g = 0.1 cm s −2 and microturbulence by δξ = 0.1 km s −1 . Such a change will flatten the slopes for La and Nd, while the same changes increase the slopes of Ba and Zr abundances.
Also to further confirm of our method of analysis, we re-analyzed the Mg abundances for a sub-sample of stars covering the full temperature range, and successfully recovered the results of Pa03, which does not show any trends. A comparison plot is shown in Figure 3 
Continuum Placement
Note that the scatter for all elements increase with lower temperature. As the temperature decreases, the greater the blending and therefore the harder it is for continuum placement. Since most lines lie in the blue part of the spectral region which is highly crowded, determining the continuum level was difficult. It is possible that as the lines begin to blend in the cooler stars, the continuum is placed too low and a lower abundance is estimated for the cooler stars in comparison to the stars at the hotter end. Such an effect would explain the increasing trends observed for Zr, but we cannot explain the decreasing slopes as due to an error in continuum placement.
Hyperfine Structure
Many of the heavy element lines are affected by hyperfine structure. In most cases the effects are small enough to be negligible, especially in very weak lines. However as lines saturate and move off the linear part of the curve of growth, these effects become more important. If an observed line is made up of many components, which are greater than the intrinsic width of the line as calculated by standard means of broadening (thermal, micro-turbulence, etc.) then neglecting the splitting would result in over estimating the abundance value. The transition lines for La, which has widely known hyperfine structure have been synthesised accordingly. However a slight slope is still present in the La results after accounting for the hyperfine structure.
NLTE Effects
Finally we suspect that NLTE effects may play a role in these abundance trends. NLTE effects are specific to the atom and affect each element differently rather than generally (cf. stellar parameters). Since we observe slopes in opposite directions, it is very likely that we are seeing NLTE effects. Unfortunately there have not been many NLTE calculations done for the heavier neutron-capture elements in order to determine what the such effects would be. Mashonkina et al. (1999) find that for the BaII line at 5853Å the correction is less than 0.1 dex, however it does not cover the full range of temperatures we are covering in this analysis. We are more interested to see if NLTE effects come into play over a large range of temperatures in order to explain the observed abundance trends. We are not aware of any published work that indicate such NLTE effects.
A study of NLTE effects for heavy elements is beyond the scope of this paper, but in an attempt to quantify this possible NLTE correction we have fitted least square regression lines to the observed trends. The fits are in the form of ∆[X/H] = α + β(5200K/T ef f ) where T ef f has been normalised by the T ef f of the reference star vB153. The values of α and β are given for each element in Table 4 . We look forward to future NLTE calculations which may explain the presently observed abundance trends.
DISCUSSION
Chemical Homogeneity
With regards to chemical homogeneity and establishing chemical signatures for the Hyades, our results are positive. The tightly correlated abundances are an indication of the level of homogeneity that exists within the cluster. The observed scatter for the Hyades members σ obs , estimates of the intrinsic scatter σ int , and the corresponding Chi squared value, is given in Table 5 . σ int was estimated using the equation, σ With the estimated uncertainties being typically around σ obs , then < χ 2 r >≈ 1. This implies that the total star-to-star scatter is within the measurable limit and that the true intrinsic scatter among the Hyades stellar members are extremely low.
This level of chemical uniformity is observational evidence for a chemically well mixed gas cloud. It is possible that these dwarfs formed later after the high mass stars have evolved to produce several supernova, which enriched the gas as well as contributed to the mixing of the gas cloud. Although the actual mechanism for the mixing is still debatable, it is clear from our results that the gas cloud was uniformly mixed by the time these dwarf stars formed.
Also, the detected levels of chemical homogeneity indicates that these stars have not been polluted either from local sources (such as stellar winds, supernova explosions), or from swept up gas from the ISM. Quillen (2002) derived an upper limit of 0.03 dex for the starto-star metallicity scatter using the Hyades H-R diagram, indicating that pollution effects are not common and strong. Our estimated σ int for the heavier elements is within this upper limit.
Stellar Membership
Further reasons to interpret the results as a strong case for homogeneity and positive signs of establishing a chemical signature is the deviation of a few stars that are thought to be non-members found in the same direction of the cluster. The two stars vB1 and vB2 are clearly over abundant by over 2σ in all elements. Pa03 also found these stars to be significantly enriched. These stars were earlier considered as Hyades members as they have consistent photometry, radial velocities, and Hipparcos distances for membership, however de Bruijne et al. (2001) find that they are non-members based on proper motions and trigonometric parallax measurements. The star HD14127 is under abundant in Zr, Ce, La, and Nd, however it is slightly over abundant in Ba. Pa03 classes it as a non-member due to its metallicity being -0.25 dex below the cluster mean, its Hipparcos distance being too large, and it lies below the Hyades main sequence.
Implications for Chemical Tagging
Since most of the dynamical information of the Galactic disk has been subject to evolutionary processes of dissipation and scattering, chemical information locked within the stars provide the only true tracer left of initial identity. Having established the Hyades open cluster members to be homogeneous in the heavier neutron-capture elements along with the α and Fe-peak elements (Pa03), and the fact that several non-members deviate from the cluster mean, supports the case for using chemical abundances as tracers of cluster membership and establishing chemical signatures unique only to the stellar members of the cluster. We are more confident now that chemical information can be used to identify the larger star-forming aggregates in the early disk by means of chemical tagging.
This paves the way for chemically tagging other member stars which are at present no longer part of the bound Hyades cluster system. A necessary test would be to study the stars of the Hyades super-cluster, which is thought to be a moving stellar group (cf. Eggen 1970). It will be very interesting indeed to check if the same abundance patterns are seen among the stellar members of the super-cluster as in the core of the Hyades open cluster we have presented here. Such a test will be the next step forward in truly demonstrating the viability of chemical tagging for the future. 
